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FOREWORD

This manual is an outcome of several years of work, much of it

supported through contracts and grants from the Office of Economic

Opportunity. Although funding from this office for further development

and assessment of the curriculum is expected to continue for an addi-

tional year, so much interest in the materials developed to date has

been evident that it seems worthwhile to present the manual in its

present state.

The overall project to measure and teach motivation to preschool

children has been a major interest of the two principal collaborators,

the Director of the University of Hawaii Center for Research in Early

Childhood Education, (Dorothy C. Adkins) and Bonnie L. Ballif, Who has

continued to work actively on the project after leaving the University

of Hawaii staff to accept a position at Fordham University. Many of

the materials have been drafted and tried out in preliminary form on

classes in New York City by Dr. Eallif and research assistants hired

under a subcontra t with Fordham University, Dr. Leticia M. Asuiano and

Rosann_ Alberts. Later, the materials have been, revised, supplemented,

and re-revised on the basis of experience of the Center staff and

teachers in Head Start classes in Hawaii.

Vany of the -taff of the Hawaii Center for Research in Early

Childhood Education have cont ibuted to the project at various stages.

Mts. Hannah 'Herman and Dr. Renato Espinosa, both formerly occupying

the role of Assistant Director of the Center, and later Dr. Michael

O'Malley, currently in this position, have been actively concerned a

all stages. Experienced preschool teachers on the staff, Mks. Phyllis

ii
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Loveless and Mrs. C1ria Daley, have reviewed all of the materials from

their vantage points, consulting at length with other members of the

Center staff, with teachers who applied the curriculum, and with

parents of the Head Start children involved. In addition, Mrs. Daley

has composed and prepared the illustrations.

Other current or former staff members who have not only reviewed

the materials and methods but many of whom have also observed or

actively applied them in Head Start classes include Annette Okimoto,

Carole Hodges, Patricia MacDonald, Diane Selser, Patricia Nash, Lynne

Solem, Jane Wilson, Kay Linn and Gertrude Zane, who W313 also a Head

Start teacher-director who applied the curriculum. Additional Head

Start teachers who used the curriculum and were very helpful through

th ir criticisms and suggestions are Diane Neill, Carole Hochfelson,

Georgiana Williams Dolores Rowell, Edith Kashinoki, Doreen Tang,

Laura Takashiba, Jane Iwashita, and Marshann Snyder.

iii
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INTRODUCTION

The c assroom interactions and activities described here are intended

to provide experiences that will increase the probability of the occurrence

of each of the response constituents of motivation to achieve in learning

in school. These materials have been organized into five units each unit

emphasizes one of the five response constituents: affective, c .ceptual,

purposive, instrumental, and evaluative. Within each unit, a description

of the nature of the teacher-child interaction critical in determining

motivation for learning in school precedes a description of a series of

specific classroom activities. Although the important characteristics of

this interaction most directly related to each of the five response con-

stituents of motivation are described as Ongoing Activities for each unit,

these activities for each unit should be ongoing from the beginning and

continue throughout the total intervention period.

The presentation of theee materials in units is the result of an arbi-

ry organization of the response constituents which, although separately

identifiable, most likely occur in combination. The purpose of such an

organization is to enable the tea her to focus her attention On and increase

her ability to perceive the unique nature of each of the responses. Fur-

thermore, the combined ongoing activities are the most iMportant determinants

of motivation to achieve. The specific activities are simply illustrative

ways of creating classroom situations so that each child bee an opportunity

to either see, imitate, make, or be reinforced for making one of the response

constituents.

Within each unit, one constituent of motivation is magnified at one

time, and another at another time. This shifting of emphasis may make it

1



appear that some of the ongoing activities conflict with each other.

For example, in Unit II it is suggested that the teacher set up some goals

for each child in order to give him an opportunity to do something that

he will be able to do and thus to help him increase his self-confidence;

whereas in Unit III it is suggested that the child be encouraged to set

up his own goals, and in fact, teachers are instructed not to impose their

objectives upon the child. Both of these approaches ohould be ongoing for

different reasons: the child should have several opportunities each day

to see himself as competent, the teacher may need to help structure the

situation so that this is posaible. At the same time, the child should

have several opportunities each day to learn to set up his own objectives

and let them direct his behavior. Ultimately, the child should be able

to set up his own realistic goals and accomplish them as well. At this

point however, the teacher may need to emphasize both aspects continually

hut at different times.

The primary focus of all of the experiences suggested here is to develop

a child's ability to function in processes, i.e., ways of thinking. The

actual content of the specific activity is immaterial; it is the experience

the activity provides for the child to learn a process that is critical.

In order to do this, an experience must either expose the child to a model

of the response being taught or it must elicit and reinforce the response

from the child. The teacher and other children should continually and

naturally model each of the responses for each other. Many situations

should be structured to elicit the desired response from the child, and

each slight attempt the child may make to respond in the desired manner

should be reinforced by the teacher and the child's peera.

Many of the auggested exercises that follow are to be conducted in
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sessions involving one child and the teacher. It ia suggested that the

teacher prepare the children for this type of individual instruction and

that she be careful to select an opportune moment in which to work with

each child. Although it may be difficult to catch each child at the ideal

moment, working with one child at a time gives the teacher an opportunity

to adjust each Activity to each child.

If a particular activity appears to be entirely too difficult for a

child, the teacher should first give the child plenty of time to produce

the desired response in order to help him become aware that there is a

response that he has an opportunity to make. If,however, the child is not

able to make the response, after a reasonable period of time the teacher

should either model the reaponse for him or draw to the child's attention

a peer who is modeling the response. The child should then immediately

be given a chance to imitate the correct manner of responding and should

be reinforced for doing so. If, on the other hand, a child is aleudy

able to give the required response easily, the teacher should increase the

difficulty of the task at hand so that the child will be required to move

beyond what he has been able to do in the past.

The adjusting of the activities to meet the levels of development and

the unique situations of the children being taught is recommended as long

as the nature of the experience the.activity has been designed to create

is not'destroyed. The content of the activities is simply a vehicle by

which the responses themselves are learned. Each activity has been care-

fully analyzed for consistency with the theoretical foundation and included

to provide one of the critical experiences necessary to increase the

responses in question. The activities have also been tried out in several

different situations and with a number of children. Although evidence of



their effectiveness is stillbeing accumulated, they do appear promising

as means to increase a child's motivation for learning in school.
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Unit I

AFFECTIVE RESPONSES

The purpose of this unit is to help each child learn to expect that learning
in school will make his life in school more pleasant When a child thinks
about school and the activities that go on there, he will be motivated to
participate only if he anticipates feeling good from such experienCes:-Any
child can learn to expect pleasure from school activities, if he himself
experiences good feelings 'and also sees others exPerienoing good feelings in
school. Hence, every child must experience feeling good about learning end
achieving in sehool. If the child is to feel good, he needs to be free from
fear, anxiety, worry, embarrassment discomfort, jealonsy, boredom, etc.
Aveiding situations that may give rise to these feelings requires the constant
concentration of,a teacher sensitive to the individnel personalities of the
children and the .situations they find themselves in.. The teacher-child inter-
action is critical to the child's being able to eitperience feeling 'good in
school. The .tescher must also structure situations that wiWeasure the child
of seeing models.who anticipate pleasure fram'sdhool:ekperiences. In additiOn,
she must help each child experience good feelings from lesrning And,
finally, she must reinforce each child for' eXpecting changes in positive
affect (e.g., "I will feel good when I can count to 'Mir) or from participating
in school activities.

Ongoing Activities

1. Be actively,concerned about the well-being and happiness of each child,
and tiest each-one with respect and appreciation,

I _

Setecleai firm ,and,cbnsistentlimits'on,behavior,
be assured-of:Secnrityand_fairness

Do all-the littleth-
smilei use immm,physicel.1,contact;',_ personalize ywr,,
to-eye cOntattOistento_children; shoW'intereatbY
sitting next tp

The children should

-e.g. p

teraction; use eye-
aiking questions,

d Ln Sado



100W what ive- the child leasure and hel o crea rtunities for
these situations_ to exist; e.g., being greeted warmly, sitting next to_
a friend, singing a favorite song, being asked by a friend to do something,
being given a turn, watching the fish fu the bowl, telling you something,
telling the class about something he haa done, helping you, finding out
that you are fair, listening to a good story, seeing you smile, having
a friend wait for him, squeezing the clay, laughing at a film, being
called a friend, etc.

5. Be very sensitive to the children; be aware of their experiences; know
what they talk about, how they spend their time, and where they go.
Then present things that you know will be of interest to them and in a
manner that they can understand.

6. Help each child learn to identift his specific feelings and to describe
his feelings verbally.

7. Reinforce each a tem a child ma make to identif describe or anti-
cipate feelings of pleasure in school. This may be done by a quiet and
sincere nod of approval; by a confirthation of the things the child is
doing; and/orby,paying, "I like the way..."or an expression of pleasure
and pride in the child's responses.

Demonstrate your own enthusiamm for learning in school. Show curiosity
and fascination with everything about you and verbalize your expectations
of good feelings from learning and achieving in school.

9. When you see particular children enjoying some aspect of school, draw
their enjoyment to the attention of the rest of the class and help them
to see each other enjoying school activities.

Specific Activities

1. Thie_activity should he/12_41(410h child feel wanted and_loved in school.

Every morning-treet 'cgch child with a-Warmilw&-as'ho ColmeZA0to,the
classroom. ThtonghOnt_ the day,:continue te give:a22:the.ohildieti4hysical
evidence of your.appreciation of-then.'.Thiiume7-be-exPreased'inhngging
holding, rocking', petting on_the'_back,. orshaking:hands'. TheAmtoro ot
the.contact-miy vary_amongteaehers-,from'.:child..*childiend'eccording
to the situation. Above-44 it shOnI010.in honent:expreasion,of
your appreciation for enme CharacterietWof the chi1d:or'hip behavior.
It should'he aCcompanied, wherever apprnpriate, byYwords, 04-.1 "Hih.
"I'm g/ad you're here'today," etc.

_

You could :Vary.this,activity'by writin& 41A*Ort-cCe. to each Child:,
telling= the child'hoW iiiikik you ara to ha4hini in ,yOnr ,clasi, thanking
him- for something he has `done,: or wishing him e'happY weekend. 'The

, -_ .. , _ _
notes should' be waitint,fdr the children in their- cubbyholes Wen they
arrive, end Yeti shanld' take , t*rie to read each note'to the child either
indiVidually or in the morning Circle.



During the year, write shortAiotes for special-happenings; 0.g.i."You
were so brave when yau fell down," "Thank you for sharing your seashell

with us yesterday," "W8 were so happy to have your mother with us,"

"I like fhe way you helped me clean the easels yesterday," etc.

2., This activity is designed:tohelp each_child feel that he personally

is liked anctimportent. Every morning, you, aed the Children sing the
following song to the tune of "Happy Birthday:to YOu"

Horning Greeting Song

GOod morning to you,
Good morning to you,
Good morning everybody,
Good morning to you.

And whit is'your name?
And what is your name?
His (her) name is
His (her) name is

After the second line of_ rile.seeond verse'has.beenaung, point te'erts
child. Tide child should resiised:with hip, name,:ithiCh_abould,then he
sung in-the remalning'two. lines of:thetversi --Initi4ly,-each child
shauld,be given- a turn'to tiey.hiaownimamfaind:haviAt-sung ,Later,in
thrayeari youImaYlsene. tevlimit the number.of,namee used on_enY'eneAsYs. .

bdt besdifathat edeh 'child hes approxiMately an equal, number cif:Oppertu-'.
,-

nitiii to take part. -If
is net ready to vernalize hie name,
you respond with-that, child's 'name
and let the gongicOntinue.:- Yow-cin
vary thia ectiVitY by designating'
certain'daYsto_be;e-"I!le0e,IPSY"!,7
Explain:thaton-_-thialday-fich child
18 to-be callectbybialcoMPlete:''
name rii1.1 dai.-,:PrafairedT0,804, 64ld
also be sunitituted
name's; In'either



may be worn and the child is understood to have the right to ask others
what his name is throughout the day, e.g., "Teacher, before I put the
blocks away you have to say m7 name."

3. In this activity, express your concern for each child ivdividually.
Reassure each child that you care about him as an individual and not just
as another child in the group. This concern should be shown in a wey
that is natural to you, and in no instance should it be forced or arti-
ficial. One way this concern can be shown is for you to concentrate
and comment on little things about the child, e.g., what the child is
wearing, a new haircut, or a new bruise. It is important that in this
activity you focus on the child himself and not his behavior, i.e.
the color of his eyes rather than the way he puts the blocks away.

IONGOING

4 This actiyay is designed_ to help the child a
situation the warm feelings-he_hes with respect cli'his teacher.i Take
each child by the hand-and walk aroundthe, classreoe. As'you go, show
the child all the things there-ereJn theropm,fromYthe ligheewitch
to Your desk- EmPhaaiee that this. ia the,ohi,i.d's_elessronskend that it
is for him to.use. Certain' areal even beleng'te.hiwelenei'e.g.,-,his
cubbyhole. In addition, explain,in detail,any,unfamilier-objects such

. .

as science equipment or tape recorders and if:possiOle, try them ut.
. .

5. This ectivity.isAesignedtogiVe.each,child an opOortunity actiVeltr-te:
expresellotitiire-feelings:_for =UV school objects. It sheuld begin wit6
your reading_the story's/Ands sby Frank,AschlAs_tke stery,is read,
emphasizi_that Linda aaidL"go;d"mornliNe' to everyene she,liked.:-Then
have:the children ,pristead_thit,they;:ire waking dp.,-;;104:.thed,that when_ _ -
they are fully rinks, they, ziey go 'around" the-, classiOem and-, say ,"good
morning" to everything,:that they like,''e.t.7,:teyS, 'pietdres,--other chil-
dren, .painting materials, etc. Move among-'theia,' reinfereing ,their
positive attitude's ,toward 'Schaal. ,

The'lintent of thia activity 1LO to' hitipthe-Child fiel-iiportant as'an
individual and to hal Alim-essocigte-Vith:verieds-school-activities

Lhre CtJtohLstencher. n duce,this'

13



activity during the norning circle so that the children will be pre-
pared to enjoy the experience. The activity itself is for you to give
a few minutes of complete attention to each child individually. During
this period together, you and the child do whatever the child wants to
do, e.g., play a game, sing a song, read a story, go for a walk, etc.
Inasmuch as this must be done individually, be careful to ask the child
to participate at a moment when you feel he will be willing. In order
to catch each child at the right moment, this activity may take several
days.

7. This_activitv is designed to help the child verbalize his Rositive
feelings about school. First introduce Luffins to the children. Luf-
fins is a small hand-puppet animal who is wondering if he will like
school. Use a great deal of enthusiasm as you follow the script below
in order to elicit front the children responses that will convince
Luffins that he will enjoy school. If the children have difficulty
expressing their feelings about school, model a'nd gently probe the
children to try to make same response. Generally, a few children begin
to respond and soon the rest will catch on and join in .

11921LidgMlat/A1.202217

TEACHER: Boys and girls, today I would'like yoU to meet someone new
in our class.- His neme.is.lauffine. ,But he $.15 veMvary, shy..
Let us see-if...hoWill cape Out2and.iay heky?...

nipulate Luffina from behind
dren Bee his shyness.)

-TBACBERt, (to puppet) iuffins piaase Conte

(Shake puppet's,headfrom bebind the chair.
see the aby,little shake.)

v.

Luffins doesn't want to come out. What cmuiwOki-toliel
-

(Elicit suggeitions-fram-children to conVince Luffins_to-come
-out.)

14



TEACHER: (to puppet)
Please come

(Manipulate

TEACHER; (to puppet)

Luffins, the children want to say hello to you.
out.

puppet so that he slowly peeks his head out.)

Why do you-look so sad?

(Bring puppet out and have him whisper in your ear. Listen
sympathetically.)

TEACHER: (to children) Luffins says he doesn't think he will like
school and he doesn't want to stay. He doesn't think school
will be fun. Children, what will make Luffins want to stay
with us in school?

(Elicit suggestions from hildren.)

TEACHER: I know! Let's tell him about all the things we like to do
in school.

4LO:children call out All Activitieel'that they like to do;
"1 like to paint," "I /ike to play," "1 like to eat

lunch," "1 likilvtoeing songs," "I like to tell stories,"
"1 like to learn new things," etc.)

(With eacivsuggestion, perk Luffins Up a little more. At
theend of the discussion, have him jump up and down excitedly
and Whisper.iitIourear.)

TEACHER: Wait! Luffins wants to tell us something.

TEACHER:

(Have Luffins'whisperAn your ear and listen intently.)

(to children) Luffins says he wants to in school. He
thinks school will be fun. . He thinks learning will be fun.

Do ou think Luffins will like school?

know he.M1.11!

Xn this adtiVity'r Luffins models'likinkechool and &he children are
'men 'a. chance to think of =dile reinforced,forJthiAkin of =thi
hat they like in schoollnr-order to, get't wthildren to ,thinkjn .

thialcanner. bringAt:MuffiUl'indr:eikhinjf%hi:i0itiWW0r*Le4,4bout
haw he,will-Wte school'. Luffine_shoOlOitudiehie-hend ámpbatically
ind-say', (trio; shau/dthinlask,the.childien to-guess
same Of the thingO'he-like0 about ichool:H Ail,euiieitions are leede, tell
..the children you gre:liond-anslhappy that:they: can'think ot so .many
-.things''..they like in -achnol.-_-



9. The purposes of this activity Include helping the child to experience
positive feelings through_warm personal relationships, to experience
these feeli a duri school activities and to interact with and observe
significant neonle: who enloy school. Provide each child with his own
special friend, a volunteer from fhe community who is willing to come
to the school throughout the year to spend a little time with his child.
These volunteers can often be obtained fbrough various women's clubs,
high-school and university classes, senior-citizen groups, volunteer
agencies, etc. Usually, the special friend will be able to spend only
limited amounts of time with his child, but he should visit the child
at least once each week. During these visits, the friend should give
his whole and undivided attention to his individual child or, if he
should be working with several children, to one child at a time. If
other children join in during a particular activity, it should be made
clear whose special friend he is and he should continue to relate as
much as possible to his own child. The types of activities that are
e a ed in are not nearl so im ortant as the i of the interact on
that occurs. Whether the two go for &walk, read a story, work on a
puzzle, or sit side by side, the time together should be enjoyed by
both the special friend and the child.

10. This activit should hel he child associate the ositive e rience

11

of havi he teacher att n io and concerriwitbLan academic acti
ty, in this caee t one using stories or poems. Sit down individually
with each child and read to htm his favorite story or Poem. Yoe way
have to help him choose the story he likes the best hy providing sev-
eral alternatives. The final decision, however, should be the child's.
if other children want to listen, they may, but it should be clear to
all that this is the favorite story of one particular child. De very
careful in selecting the time to approach each child. In order to
catch each at an opportune moment, this activity may take several days.

This activity is designed to help the.childrin learn how_to_descrihe
their positive feelings-about school as well 'as:to-hel. them'associate
these- feeli s in their_minds with-_school- ex eriences. :Ask the:chil-
dren to this* of all, theCloorda,-,that-have te.do_with_weking -the4 feel
good and hig'and iMportant and happy in school, :_The words_thaf are
suggested should 'include ifOide:thSt 'aSsPtibP their- plesisett - feelings
as well as the school 'experiences that g**O' rise; te-lllem. The' words .

should be.written down ,and' acted:out as --thei are ,suggested. this
activity should -be done in:*mall groups "With one:_or fp*, Children acting
out the suggestieng.- ToU'Imight, elicit soiii&Of -tbe0e worda Siki08_ . _ _
euestions;- e.g. , `rtodeLy 'we --Ares' going,, to to4lc o$Ut. how 'the . thiege'..we
do make us feel'. Could' satheene telVme: hew he'. feats when We have-a
partY' At. school?". (haPPY,;.:ercited,' big.:..); "How "de yOU,feel' when
we read' your favOrite Stot!W;".. (i6O4; quiet.' like lAughing.
"Haw .do:-yaufoel .when .yoU c/imb to the-.varY top Of ,theslungle gym_ .

(big,:. tee' 'tell StrePg,' m*ressiOni: Oit-rMY be suggested
fa describeschooi aCtivitieeinclUde:',;...,liseeiing-;:te a stery,-,doing%-:

. something .bY myselfi-finishieg' a. PUSale; etc. The'-aceing: out 'ihotild
the":ac tint:ant of "feeling,big,!!,-, help., the .

child thiUk abOut feeling big; and then-let the:child *how hoW he, would.
-
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look if he were feeling big. He may stand very straight and tall, or
he may take blg steps around the room, etc.

ct that learn-12. This activit La deeied to hel
ham f 1 d
ch d en be n to

ng this activity,
model and encourage the children to engage in 'school-will-be-fun"
fantasy. Using the accompanying flannelboard cutouts, make up stories
centered around the two children, Peter and Maria. (You can use any
appropriate names.) These stories should picture Peter and Maria as
being excited about going to school because they think they will have
a good time learning in school. Alter you have told one or two stories,
let the children make up their own stories. At first, it may be neces-
sary to help them by asking them questions and making suggestions.
Each time the children mention that Peter and Maria are excited about
goingLto school and happy in learning, they should be reinforced. The
following stories are suggested as guides to help teachers create
stories in which Peter and Maria are either experiencing or expecting
good feelings from learning in school.

Story #1. Peter is walking to school. He is happy to be going to
school. He is thinking about counting. Yesterday in school
he learned bow to count to five. He wts so excited! He ran
hame and counted for his mother, "One---two---three---four---
five!" His mother wts so pleased she gave him a big hug.
Today Peter is counting the poles on the fence as he gees
to school. Soon he will be able to count everything.
Peter likes to learn new things. "Mmmmmmmm," he says, "I
really like to go to school."

nschool vi

Story #2. Peter and Maria are-very good .friends. They go to 'school
together every morning on the bus. They are on their way
to school now.- They-.are so eicitedt

. They can't wait to
get there and say "good morning" to their'friends and to
their teacher. They love to go to school.-.They,love to
learn about new things.

Story 3. Maria is in the:library reading
Shejowee'rea4ing tOlis.stOrY..It-ia.abeu**a-PriPqesa and
'fairy.godmother.:,-ThereYere etill,SoMi Of-the yerda:that

she.doesn't-knew;- but'eadFday shelearbs:i'negr one and soon
she will:be-ableto,read'aIl th&Words.' 'She is very hippy
to be'resding.

Peter have big almile on his face.-Hdris;,happy to be in
,

school. His .friend; Hariais teaChing hti.about colors.
.



Peter and 'Maria

Color, then paste on flannel and out out for flannelgraph;
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Right now he is learning red. He likes to learn about
colors. He likes to learn about new things. Now he can
go home and show his mother and father all of the things
that are red in his house.

1 . In this activit au ourself should nodel ex erienci 4easure from
school. Express your own interest nd enjoyment in at least one activity
during each school day. This modeling should take place naturally
at some moment when your feelings are sincere. The following will il-
lustrate statements of teachers nodeling what they like about school:

a. I like to come and he with you every day.
b. I love to goon excursions. .
c. I like the things you share with ma.
d. I enjoy reading stories to you.
e. It is fun to dance to the music.
f. I like to work with cloy. I like to see what

you make with the clay.
g. It is fun to paint.
h. I like to talk to your parents.
I. I enjoy planting things and watching them grow.
j. I like to learn new songs.
k. I like to see you grow and learn new things.
1. I like it when we eat lunch and talk together.
m. / like it when i see you thinking hard.
n. I like our classroomit la bright and full of colors.
o I like to see all the things we make.

It is important that you discuss oz÷r feelings with the children but
not attempt to discuss the children s feelings. At other moments when
you think a child is experiencing pleasure from same aspect of school,
encourage him to verbalize his own feelings. Strongly reinforce
every attempt the child may make to verbally describe his feelings.

14. This activi rd sc
and then immediately to reinforce that response in thechild by giving
him a chance to nave toward school. Eachfchild.shaUld'be required 'ta
make the desired response before he is .allows&to uove'hirthar. This-

activity should .be played in vary small groupe of no more'than two or
three children..

'TEACHER: Today we are going ta play a new genie, 'Something Fun._
Happened'on mit Way to Schoo1.7 This is where yOu stert
(point:to-the heme position marked on the floor). This
is youy home. (Ask each.,pleYer Where _he lives .and then'
verbelize, .is 320 East 92nd:Street" far. Doris 'or
"This' is 1801 ;First Avenue" for Robeito'..) 1. ielint you to

.
,

close your eyea and pretend you are just waking up and



getting ready to come to school. (Close eyes and yawn and
stretch just as if waking up.) Now everybody try it.

This is where school is (point to school). You can't wait
to get there because you love to do all sor s of things
there, e.g., play games, learn about new th ngs, etc.

Do you see all the steps it takes to get to school? Let's
count them. (Point to each square and count the steps
aloud. Encourage the children to count along with you.)

am holding same cards with happy faces on them. Each card
tells you to do aeMething. If yo0 do it, you can MoVe along
the steps towards school.. When it is yourtur4, pick one
card and we will read what it seye. (Demonstrate Withone
child picking a card end following through.the activity4-

Are you ready to begin-.the'game? ,Let's startat heme:and
close yeur eyes. 'New you are jUst:wakingup. Remember
you jOst can't watt to get:te school because of all'the good
things you learn and do there.

Activity Cards should be cut out of construction paper with a happy
face and an activity written on each card. Smi-prxted activities are:

Shake hands with your teacher. Take %ea--; maap.
Say, "1 like school," Take ene step.
Sing, "I love te go to school." Take on4; step.
Shake hands with a child near you and say, "I 1 ke you."
Take one step.
Give your teacher a big hug. Take one step.
Tell your teacher what your favorite story book is Take
one step.
Pat the child next to you on the head.
Tell your teacher what you like to play
Take one step.



Gamej.ayout

The patterns for the home, scheol,
and step positions that follow
could be attached to a permanent
backing such as a piece of carpet,
oil cloth, or vinyl tile squares.

///'
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15. This activity is designed to help the children understand the_solemat
of liking school and to help them verbalize this understanding. Using
the flannelboard figures, begin to tell a story that starts: "This
little boy and girl like school because...." The children are to finish
the story together. Do not be concerned if all the children are not
able to respond in this situation. It is important for them to be given
the opportunity. Generally, some children will be able to respond and
in this way they nerve as peer models for the other children. If you
feel that it is necessary to help the children get started, you could
make up your own story,focusing on the enjoyment of academic activi-
ties. If this exposure is not sufficient to get responses from the
children, prompt the children by asking them questions such as:

(Showing flannel figures)

a.
b.

C.
di

C.
f.

What are some things yon think theyabilve in their school?
What do you think they like to do in school?
What will they have fun doing in School?
What do you thidk they like to learn in school?
Whom will they see in school?
What kinds of things do you do with your friends in school?

Each time the children respond, summarize what they have said, continually
emphasizing that they are telling their own story.

16. This actiVity attempts to helpthe child ide tify'With'liking various
school aCtivitieft.-

School Scramb

TEACHER: Today we are going to play a new gams. 1.am holding some
cards that have PiotUres on them. The pictures 'show' some
things I know Yon_like to do in. school. (Hold Un-cards
for one activity9.e4.4.."I like-to paint!, -or "I- like to
sing." After discussing the' activity with.the children,
pin one of the 'cards on each player.)

Now I went yen to clone 'yoUr eyes Snd remeMber
e.g.,-"I like to color."

In this .game-one Child dOesn't haVe a-seat., (Cheoae one
child to be "It" end remoVe fiii:dhair fromthe circle.)

,

(David):iS "It." He ia, standing alone but be 18 Wag to
txy to.find e'chair. When (Dalitd) calls, "I Want to dolor

, , . _ . _
everybody must get up and change his seet_while (David).-
tries to .get a seat.

_ .

Let's try it. Remember'you must get up and change your
seat when,yon hear "I like to color.it

21



Suggested illustrations for cards:

like to point.



Variations:

#1. As the children become acquainted with the game, it nay be possible
to use two different activity cards. If this is done, only ehe
children who have the activity card called by "It" are to move.

#2. After the game has been played a number of tines, same of the chil-
dren may hang back hoping to become "It." Should this happen:

--the teacher should be "It" all of the time,
--one chair should be eliminated before each call,
--or the children should take turns being "It," the teacher
designating whose turn it is.

17. This activity should help the children focus on how good it feels to
accomplish something that is_ difficult. Read to the children the
story, "The Little Engine That Couldp in which the little engine keeps
saying, "I think I can, I think I can, I think I can." Emphasize how
happy the little engine was when he finally achieved what he was
working for. Also discuss with the children how they feel when they
have finally succeeded in doing something that has been very hard for
them. Several versions of this story are available in a number of-
collections.

18. This activity ahould provide each child with au opportunity to he
reinforced for trying a little harder .then he has before to accomplish
something in school. Carefully.watch each- child.nntil yon see one in-
dication that that child id trying harder -toachieVa than he has hefore.
The_ effort used 'in the 'Accom lishi of "the-- tiik -,What' is :to' be rein-
forced, i.e., the'ehU_ILt_tal...n. errd ,buildi
coloring,_making somethieg,,iietc. The quality c4 the -product,-(e.g.-,.
the picture; the toWer,= sheuld hot be-neetiOned; and .indications
that the child'IS egerting More- effort' in its, produetien ,tban be has
preVioutilY eghibited ehould be highly praised. Immediately ,upon'ob-
serving that 'the :child is .trying herder, reinforce- the child by, .telling

,

him how proud, and lhappy yon 'are to see him werking_so- hard; AIse
point out his.-effort to' -the other children, and then nee their attention
to help reinforce the:child'a working harder.



Unit II

CONCEPTUAL RESPONSES

,

In addition to trying to help each child acquire a fundamental feeling
of self-worth, the purpose of this unit is to help each one see himself as
someone who can achieve in learning in school. A child will not be motivated
to participate in school activities unless he sees himself as one who can
be successful in them. A basic component of his conceptualization must be
the realization that it is he himself who is responsible for whether or not
he achieves rather than same independent determinant such as the teacher,
being lucky, and so on. The child must believe that he is an achiever aad
that his achievements are determined by himself. He will see himself in
this way if those around him think of him and treat him as an achiever,
and if he is provided with opportunities in which he can see evidence
that he is achieving.

..7-4----tk 4
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OngoingLActivities

1. Honor the dignity of each child. Show that you do this by being under-
standing and patient when a child spills or breaks-something, and by
differentiating bettleen the child who should always be aeceptable to
you and his behavioi', which may net always be. Your discipline should
reflect this differentiation by spedifically eorrecting behavier rather
than by judging the ValUe of the child; e.g., a child's hittinganother
should.be corrected because it ia not adceptable behaVior in scheol, bUt
the ehild 18 not to be:regarded as bad"'-for hit4ng. ShoWlyoUr *aspect
for the childred by listening to,'whet they have toT.say end by giving
explanations that enable them te know'whatAsgoing:en. Trust your chil-
dren wtth responsibilities, add fulfillyour oWnresponsibilities to
them; e.g., do net-alight yoUr preParatienrfor them. bUt treat them as
though they-deserve your:beet.' -

2. Recognite_that each Child is-401.11112tAlateljliiVAL_SIALfgli-E4kelEt_ttEL
each one will behave differentl . Limit sitUations that require =ass



responses to questions and initiate quiet conversations with individual
children. The children should be given many opportunities to choose
what they will do, even though their choices may differ. Furthermore,
each one should be allowed to learn at his own rate and should be rein-
forced for his own individual accomplishments.

Honestly believe that each child can achieve in learning. Help him
experience achievement by realistically structuring his tasks to meet
his individual learning patterns and by pacing his aspirations so that
they gradually increase in difficulty. In order to do this, be sensi-
tive to each child's abilities and development; also keep in mind how
difficult and valuable the child perceives a task to be.

lvt'_zUY_BPProvldeeecbclvithmanoortunittes to sea himself as an achiever.
Frequently, the child should be able to take home evidence that he has
achieved, e.g., things be has made, notes from the teacher indicating
progress, and so on. Encourage children to talk about their accomplish-
ments to each other and to you individually. Help each child see his
own progress in everything he does, e.g., in puzzles with graduated
levels of difficulty, in manipulative table activities, in verbaliza-
tions of increasingly complex observations, etc. Also point out the
child's progress in gaining campetence in behavior that will help him
achieve or that is characteristic of an achiever, e.g., trying harder
each time, listening carefully, working independently, etc.

Each child should be reinforced for both achievi and thjnkji that he
a an achiever. The reinforcement for achieving should be given for
th the process of achieving (trying harder, sticking to a task, etc.)

and actual accomplishment or successful completion of each small teak.
In addition, reinforce each child for thinking that he can achieve,
i.e., for having confidence in his own ability to achieve in learning.

6. See yourself as a worthwhile person who can also achieve in learning.
Within realistic limits, model expectations of success and project
confidence that your own efforts will determine your accomplishments.
Verbalize such expectations and realizations naturally as opportunities
in the classroom present themselves. (For example, when the class is
going on an excursion to an airport, you can say things like, "I'm
going to find out all I can about the big 747 jet today. I've never
been on one and I'm really going to look and listen so I can decide
whether I want to fly on one." or when something unusual happens
about which you need to learn more you might say, "I really don't know
what caused the earthquake, but I will read all about it both in the
newspaper and in the encyclopedia. Then I will tell you what I've
learned, and we will talk about it together....") Also draw the atten-
tion of all to particular children who are displaying similar behavior
and help each to verbalize his own concepts of himself as an achiever
in learning.



Specific Activities

1. This activity should help the children to begin to form concepts of them-
selves through becoming batter acouainted with their ehysica1 bodies.
Yoe and the children should sing the words and do the appropriate actions
for the action song "Looby Low"

Looby Loc.

Here we go Looby Leo, Here we go Looby Light,
Here we go Looby Loo, All on a Saturday night.
I put my right hand in, 1 take my right hand out,
/ give my hand a shake, shake, shake, and turn
myself about, Ohl

Repeat, using left hand, right Leg, left leg, etc.

You could vary this activity by selecting other appropriate action
songs, e.g.,"Hokey Pokey," which can be found in most collections of
children's songs.

Thip activity ahould help each child learn what he "looks" like.
Take an individual photograph of each child. If possible, use a Pola-
roid camera so that the child can see his picture immediately after you
take it. As soon as the photographs are available, talk with each
child about the way he looks to others, i.e., his physical appearance.
Emphasize that everyone has his own appearance and that each child
"looks" a little different from others. Your prime concern should be
to help the child learn his own distinguishing physical characteristics
e.g., his height, his eye color, his hair style, etc.

This activity is designed to hel children reco take how varioUs arts
of their bodies help them to learn. Bach childshould,receive his own
copy ef "W Book About MS." Explain to the children that:they will.be
completing different pages each day and that-when their oen books about
themselves ere all filled in,.-they will'be able to eakeit home. Before



the children begin to wor'-' Pa each activity, It is essential that you
read the text to the chn,,.en and discuss with them the ideas presented
therein. The children'atild be able to complete two activities each
day.

27
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This is the color of my eyes:

These are my eyes.

Let child color
the circle the
cblor of his
eyes.

My eyes can see different colors.

My eyes con choose a puzzle to play
with.

My eyes can see words for me to read,

My eyes can see th ngs for me to coUnt.

Vy -eyes can help me reOrn new thins
in s..ohodr

30
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This is the color of my ear:

Here ore my ears4

Let child color
the circle the
color of his ears.

My ears can hear songs for me to sTng.

My e rs con hear my teacher s
Morning."

Y "Good

My ears con hear words for me to read.

My ears can hear numbers for me to
count.

My ears help me to learn new thin s in

school.

31
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This is the color of my mouth.

Let child color
the circle the
color of his
mouth.

Here is my mouth.

W ith my mouth I can say, "Good Morning"
to my teacher and friends.

W ith my mouth I con read new words.

W ith my mouth I can count.

My mouth helps me to learn new things
in school.

32'



Here are my hands.

My hands can help me count beads.
My hands can hold a book.
My hands can paint a picture.
My hands can "shake hands," with

my teacher.
My hands can help me [earn new

things in school

33
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M feet

y

/

f et

y feet con joump r
scho

ope,
wa/k to o/

My feet c n s7`ond on tiptoe
reach

n
ngs I wont.

My feet co dance to m ic.
My feet he/p me /

in sch

u

oo/.
I n

to

34
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(Teacher should trace the
whole child on a large sheet
of wrapping paper. Child
should then paint himself
inside the outline.)

Here is all of me.
uon l earn lots of new th ings tn schoo

35
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4. In this activityl the child should practice identifying himself from
a phOtegraph and verbalizing something about_himself. Begin this
activity hy showing the children a photograph of yourself and telling
them something about yourself, e.g., you like to sing songs, your
favorite color is blue, etc. Mounted in a circle on a board should
be photographs of all the children. In the center of the pictures, a
swinging arrow should be pivoted byia paper featener. The hoard should
be placed flat on a table or on the floor. Then spin the arrow and
let it stop at a child's picture. Each time thearrow stops, the child
whose picture it points to must recognize his awn picture. If he
recognizes himself, he should then be given a turn to tell the other
children something about himself. This activity could he varied by
having the child do something in school, e.g., tell a story, sing
a song, etc. (A modified "Spin the Bottle" could also be played, using
the arrow rather than a bottle hut allowing the child finishing a turn
to decide what the next child must do.)

(Number of pictures should correspond with
size of group.)

S. This activity is intended to help the child,' realize
that eve thin about him is km rtant. Sit down
with each child individually and ask him questions
about himself, i.e., what be likes to do at home,
how many brothers and sisters he has, etc. Listen
carefully, expressing sincere interest in what the
child tells you.



6. In this ac'it the child should bc.in to feel that he can do ame-
thing important. Help each child discover the one special thing be
thinks he can do for his school. Keeping in mind his particular in-
terests and abilities as well as the setup of the classroom, you may
help the child by offering several suggestions. For example, if the
child particularly likes to paint, you could suggest that he may want
to be "a helper" to put away the paints after they have been used.
After you help the child decide on something that he feels he can do,
arrange for him to perform that particular function. Each child should
have his own contribution to make to his class. Because these must be
voluntary contributions, it may take a number of days for all of the
children to came up with something they want to do. You may need to
keep a list of all of the children's contributions so that you can
remind them now and then of what they could be doing. Your primary
responsibility, however, should be to point out to each child that he
is doing something very important. Also help the child to verbalize
what he can do and reinforce him for thinking that there is something
special and important that he can contribute to his class.

should
thin alt b himself in front of the other children. The children
should form a circle with you, the teacher, standing in the middle.
Close your eyes and spin around. Stop in front of one child and say,
"You can jump high." The child should then say, "I can jump high,"
and do it. select an activity that is a little bit difficult for the
particular child but one that you are sure the child will be able to
do. Vary the activities for each child and include as many school-
oriented activities as possible, e.g., pointing to a color, counting to
five, etc.

8. This activit desi ned tohel chjldrenvi8ua lize other oun chil-
dren who believe that they will be successful in sc ool. Follow the
procedures outlined in activity #12 in Unit I. The stories you make
up for this unit, however, should portray Peter and Maria thinking
that they can do well in some aspect of school. Stories similar to
the one fhat follows should be modeled, and subsequent opportunities
for the children to makeuptheir own stories should be provided.

Peter is learning how to hit the ball with the bat.
He knows he will be able to do it. The first time
he tries, the ball goes right by and doesn't touch
the bat. Peter tries again and again. AII of his
friends get tired of throwing the ball to him and
most of them go away. But Peter knows he can do it
and keeps on trying. Peter gets ready to try once
more. This time he knows he will hit the ball, and
he does!

Maria is learning to jump_rope. She wants to jump
10 times. She knowe eh° w111 be able to do it.
Thefirst tiMe she tries she gets only to five.
Maria tries Again and again. Her friends watch her

4t



Mules Friend
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and help her count. The next time she jumps eight
times. Someone calls out, "You tan da it!" So.

she tries once, then twice more;-8.69.40! "I .did
it!" All of her friends cheer, and Maria feels great!

This actLvit hould rovide each child with evidence that he can
achieve .1.12 school. Give each child a box with his name a photograph
on it. Explain that this box is the child's "I Can Do Box" and that
there are cards that fit into the box. Each card has a picture on
it of something that can be done, e.g., naming colors, tying shoea,
touching toes, counting to ten, etc. The following are suggested:

know the colors red, blue, and yellow.
I can count to
I can tell you the name of my school.
I can tell you where I live.
I can listen to a whole story.
I can point to a square.
I can point to the colors green, orange, and purple.
I can balance on a board.
I can fasten my own buttons,
I can put on my ovn shoes.
I can name the animals.
I can take turns.
I can raise my hand when I want to speak.
I can comb my hair.
I can brush my teeth.
I can say my phone number.
I can cut with scissors.
I can tell When my birthday is.
I can rest quietly each day for a week.
I can liaten when the teacher is talking.
I can point to a circle.
I can recognize these shapes.
I can jump rope.
I can pump on the swing.
I. can say my father's name.
I can say my mother's name.
I can whistle.
I can whigiper.
I can remember to say " hat& you."

Each time.a child demonstrates that he can do what a card depicts, he
should be given that card to put into his "I Can DoA:lox." (He may
color it if he likes.) Initially,- give each child at least one oppor-
tunity to do one activity sucoessfully and hence begin to receive cards,
evidence of being able to-do-things. Bach time the child:succeeds in
another accomplishment,: Amadditional'eard shouldjie put into his "I
Can Do Box.": ThrciughoUt 00:Yeat,:the Stack Ofeards Shorild grow, pro-
viding the child with .tangibWevidence that;he is achieving.- Be
aware of each Child'a:collectiOn_and reinforce_the.faetthat he is
achieving and entourage higioLto earn more. Many'ladditional cards should
be made for specific skills certain children may want to acquire. All,
however, should be kept Within the box ai school throughout the year.



can count...

I

can jump rope. -I can tell /you where I live...-
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RED BLUE

YELLOW

I know the
colors red,
blue, and

yellow.
C.7.- :-..? .

can put on my own shoes.

-..------------ ,,,,,--------------.----

My Book
.-

,

.00

1

i I can recognize these
_

I can
-cr4n

1 shapes... remember to say "thank you.
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10. The ur ose of this activit is to hel children b in to verbalize
that it is important to...chink the will be able to do thin s if the

really want to do them. Present the Luffins skit that follows:

Luffins Can Count

TEACHER: Hello, Luffins! How are you today?
(Have Luffins shrug his head.)

serious expression.
What's the matter? (Have Luffins
whisper in your ear. Listen with a
Murmur "Oh, I see" intermittently.)

Yes, I understand. You really like school but you are
feeling sad because you cannot count.

(Let Luffins nod sadly to the children.)

Children, our friend, Luffins, is sad because he cannot
count. But we know that if Luffins thinks one very important
thought, he will be able to count. Let's see, who can tell
Luffins what that very important thought is2 If Luffins
wants:to .count, he must think.... (Let the children suggest
what the important thought might be. Help them to suggest
that Luffins must think that he can count.)

Now, let's help Luffins to think that he can count. What
shall we do?

(Let the children tell Luffins that he can emit if he will just
think that he can. Help children suggest that perhaps if they
help Luffins to count, he will believe he can.)

TEACHER: Now, let's help Luffins to count. How can Luffins count to
10? (Elicit from children that he should count one bead at
a time, pushing it to one side of a counting frame.)

(Have Luffins try to count one bead at a time, but after one
or two beads let him start counting too fast and pushing
several beads across. Let the children remind Luffins to
count one bead at a time and assure him that he can do it.
Ask a child to demonstrate for Luffins. Have Luffins try
again, slowly pushing one bead at a time.)

TEACHER: Sec; Luffins. You can do it. You can count to 10.

(Have Luffins perk up and do a little dance. Then have him
furiously count 10 over and over again on each row of
beads on the counting frame.)

TEACHER: Fine, Luffins. We all knew you could do it, didn' we,



children! And do you know what, Luffins? If you keep that
important thought in your mind that you can do things, you
will be surprised at all the other things you will learn to
do in school.

11. This activty should help children be:Ln to form an idea in their minds
of the 'many things they know and are able to do. Read to your children
the book, I Know a Lot of Things, by Ann and Paul Rand (Harcourt, Brace
and World, 1956). Talk with the children about how much they can
learn and have learned, reinforcing a child each time he expresses a
concept of himself as an achiever.

12. This activ

CItt3

desi ned to elicit a child's thinkin f himself a
one who has learned how to do many_thinge in school and to feinforce such
thinking by giving the child the chance to move toward school. The
teacher and childreu should play "Something Fun Happened on iny.wiy
to School." Follow the procedures for this game as they are outlined
in activity #14 of Unit I. For this second unit, however, make up
activity cards that help the child see himself as someone who is and
can be compeent in school. The following are suggested:

Somethingffun Happened on My Way to School

Tap your head and say,-"I. can do anything if I try." 'Take one step.
Say, "I can learn new things every day." Take one step.
Rop on one foot and say, "I can count--one, two, three." Take one step.
Stand on one foot and say, "My whole name is ." Take one step.
Tell the person next to you the color of your clothes. Take one step.
Say, "I can touch my toes." Do it. Take one step.
Say, "/ can point to a circle." Do it. Take one step.
Say, "I can name a song." Do it. Take one step.
Say, "I can count three children." Do it and take one step.
Say, "I can find the color red." Point to something red in the roam and
take one step.



13. This activity is designed to help the child further internalize_the
idea that he can do thingsin school. You and the children should play
"School Scramble." Follow the procedures for this game as they are
outlined in activity #16 of Unit I. The cards for this unit, however,
should be statements that emphasize feeling competent in accomplishing
various school activities. Same suggestions are:

I can paint.
I can count.
I can build.
I can dance.
I can sing.
I can 7rite.

14. This activity requires each child to begin to
abstract a concept of himself as being able to
do manv things. In -the morning circle, ask the
children to name some things that they can do
in school. The children may be reticent but
most likely a few will begin to apdak up.
Encourage each one to think of as many things
as he possibly can. To facilitate the dis-
cussion, you might suggest that the child
remember all of the things he has in his "I
Can Do Box." Allow him a few minutes to think
of the things he can do and then suggest that
he get his box and show some of the things he can do. Give each child
such an opportunity and reinforce him for thinking and talking about
the things he can do.
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Unit IIT

1 PURPOSIVE RESPONSES

The purpose of_this unit_is to help each child learn,

ftrst to think of what he is oin to do before he
he has tboultt of to

do Ln order to direct what he does. As a chil
acquires this ability to thihk before he acts and then

to act in accordance with his thought, he will be

able to initiate and guide his own behavior. This

process begins with the child originating a thought

in his own mind. The attainment of the abstract
conceptualization of the action to be taken must necessarily precede its

use in guiding the action itself. The thought arrived at then should

direct the subsequent behavior.

Thinking and then doing should be a part of all actions, simple as well

as complex. In a simple act, a child might think that he would like to

play with cars. This child would then get some cars and play with them.

If he wanted to change his mind, he could; but he would be fully aware of

what he would do before he did it. Without such purpoeive responding, the

child would move aimlessly, reacting to whatever attracted his attention

at a given moment. In a complex act, such as the setting of accomplish-

ment and/or product goals, again the thought must come before the action.

The actual nature or content of the intent or goal the child thinks of is

immaterial. The critical task is to help the child learn consciously to

think of what he is going to do and then to do it. It is still purposive

responding, for example, if the child thinks that he is going to wander

around and not do anything in particular, as long as the child thinks this

prior to acting and then does indeed just wander around.

Essentially the child should be learning to anticipate
the results of his actions before he engages in them.

Ultimately, he should learn to forecast whether or not
the resulta of his behavior will be consistent with
his reasons for acting, i.e., Whether or not his needs

will be met. At this point, the intention is not to
teach the child to verbalize his reesons for behaving,

but simply to help him engage In thinking about what

he will do before he does:it.

This unit is also designed, however, to begin
to develop two additional aspects of purposive
responses. The'first'is tojielp the child_set
for himself realistic intents And goals, thet
are %dthin his capebilities to ettein;, and the
second is to help the child Pace his own in-
tents and goals-, i.e., graddelly to increase
their diffidulty.
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Ongoing ActiVities

1. Continuall model the rocess of think about what cm are o t

do and then doiog_it. Verbalize your tntentions and goals and the
fact that you are acting in accordance with your thinking; e.g., you
could say to the children, "I think I will clean off the top of my
desk." Then, as you proceed to clean it, you would say, "I thought
I would clean my desk off, and so now I am cleaning it off."

Full e.ect that each child can hink of somethin to do b _himself.
First, make the child aware that he must stop to thiuk about what he ,

is going to do before he does it. Then help the child realize that it
is his awn responsibility to think of something all by himself. Al-
though you may be uncomfortable waiting for a child to think of some-
thing he would like to do, the child must be given the opportunity
to do so. However, gently encourage the child by telling him that it
is hard to think of things by himielf, that you know he can, and that
he may have all the time he needs. The important point is that the
child be given a chance to begin to realize that he has the capacity
to formulate what he will do in his own mind.

Continuallyprovide each child_with opportunities to think for himself

of what he wants to do. In these situations, 'speak to the child indi-
vidually and have him clotie his eyes and cOver his eats
while he is trying to think of what it is he is going
to do. Doing so will help the child to concentrate on

4 the thinking of-the idea by himself and not allow him

...1 to respond to the particular stimuli that mi ht come
his attention.

4. Reinforce ever attem.t made b a child to tr to think of what he will

do. Although ohildren's ability will vary, all should be reinforced
for their efforts at their own respectiVe:levels of Competence. Some,

for example, should be reinforcedforjust starting to thidk about what
to do. Others may be able to think abont and carry out fairly complex
actions; these should be reinforced as well.
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As each child_learps how_to think of what he will do, help him to_learn
how_to let _idea_sta in his min&and euide_whet he does. In order
to do this, always write down the_Child's thoughts of what he want6
to do and encourage him to refer tO his intentions while he is carry-
ing them out. Constantly try to help each child to sea the relation-,
ship that should exist between the initial idea and the actual behavior.

6. Reinforce each child whenever he carries out his_o inal ntion.
That is, not only reinforce the child for thinking up what it is he
wants to do, but also reinforce the child for following through and
actually doing what he thought of doing.

7. 12,11.11auchlld_pace himself with realistic _obiect_tvM. Whenever an
opportunity arises, talk to each child about whether or not he Is trying
to do something that is either too difficult or too easy for him.
Help him learn to estimate what he can do that is.both possible and
challenging.



riecific Activities

1. This actiw ig desi ed ovide the children with a model mho
thinks before sheacts. Am you go about your various activities in
the classroom, talk about what you are thinking of doing and then do

it. In each case, the verbalized intents should be followed immediately
by the act itself. This modeling should accompany all of your activi-
ties including minor and routine tasks, e.g., you might want to play
a record foT the children. Prior to doing so, tell the children that
you are thinking that you will play a record for them. Then, as you
play the record, point out to the children that you are doing what you
thought about doing. In this manner you will continually exhibit
purposive responses as you think and then do what you thought about
doing.

2. This activit should hel each child learnwhat a thou-ht is and how
toroduceonim. Working with.a small group of children,
ask each child to close his eyes, put his hands over his ears, and

think of some object. At first it may be necessary to suggest that
the child think of something red, or something round, or something
large, etc. As soon as the children understand what is expected, how*
ever, ask them simply to think of something. After they have learned
to think of things, ask them to think of general activities that they
might do.and then encourage them to think of academic activities that
they might do in the classroom. ASter each child has arrived at his
thought,: have the child whisper what he is'thinking in your ear. Am

the child does so, draw the object or action on a piece of paper.. The
child should then share his thought and picture with the other children.

_ea 0 count

Learn to jump 10 tuesr-
,.



The purpose of thia_activitv_isrohelpeach child think-of several
thin that he mi-ht do with a familiar_ob ect. Bring two or three
classroom toya that have multiple functions to a small group of chil-
dren. Encourage each child to tell what he might do with each toy. As
suggestions are made, reinforce each child for thinking up aomething
he might do, e.g., "I am glad to see you thinking ahead" or "It is
very good for you to make suggestions."
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oward "school" n playing "Something Fun Happened on My Way to chool.

Follow ihe procedures outlined for this game in activity #14 of Unit
I. The activity cards for this unit should require the child to think
of something he might do and tell what he has thought. Same suggested
activity cards are:

Think of and tell something you are going to do with
your hands. Take one step.

Think of and tell something you are going to do with
your eet. Take:one step.

Think of and tell,What you are going to draw with a
crayon. Take one step*

Thiek of and tell what you are going to build w h
the blocks. Takeone step.

Think of and. tell what you are going o do on the play-
ground today. Take one step*

Think of and tell what y u are goin to do when you
get home today. Take one step.
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arna to think Of a
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The Day Peter Planned (Use flannel figures)

Peter is a little boy who goes to preschool. He likes
school because it is fun to learn about new things. Pater has
learned about many things, and he can do many things in sChool.
He Can paint, build with blocks, paste, play with pu..zles, and
count to 10.

Each morning, Peter's teacher asks the children what they
are going to do that day. Billy. Peter's friend, says he is
going to build a tall building with blocks. Robert says, "I'm
going to make a puppet," and Maria wants to put a puzzle
together. The teadher asks Peter, "What are you going to do?"
Peter likes to paint and build with blocks, but he just can't
think of what he wants to do. So he just watChes his friends
do all the things they thought Aboutdoing.

One night, Peter thought about school and about all the
things his friends had thought of doing and had done. He made
up his mind that he, too, would think of what he wanted to do
in school the next day. So he thought and thought about what
he wanted to do. He thought for a long time and finally he
knew exactly what he was going to do in school.

The next morning Peter woke up bright and early. His
mother started to get his clothes ready but Peter said, qtem,
last night I thought about what I want to wear today. I want
to wear my blue pants and my red shirt." His mother said, "Peter,
what a big boy you arel You thought about what you want to
wear all by yourself."

That day in the morning circle, the: children all told what
they were going to do. 'Finally it was Peter's turn. He cleared
his throat and la a big voice he said, "Today I 801 going to paint
a picture." Everyone looked surprised and pleased. Peter got
right to work and painted a beautifUl picture. He was so happy
to have thought of doing it all by himself. His teacher said
to him, "Peter, I am so proud of you. You have thought all by
yourself what you were going to do."
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6. This activit should hel each child be in to verbalize the recess
and then doing. Follow the script below:of thinkin

Luffins Learns To Think of Something TO Do

TEACHER: Hi, Luffinsl How are you today? We haven't seen you in
a long time.

(Have Luffins give an elaborate greeting to the children.)

Did you like the story about Peter, who finally thought of
what he wanted to do?

(Have Luffins nod enthusiastically and then whisper in
your ear.)

(to Luffins) Oh, Luffinst Are you sure you cannot think
of things to do by yourself?

(to children) Children, do you know what? Luffins liked
the story about Peter. Luffins wants to think Of something
to de top--but he doesn't know how. Children, do you think
Luffins can think of something to do?

(Have Luffins shake his head back and forth emphatically.)

Oh, Luffinsl Of course you can..: Do you reMeniber that last
time you didn't think you could coUnt snd you did! (to
children). Remedber how Luffins counted to 10? All right,
Luffins, let's ask the Children if they will help you.
(Encourage children to respond.)

(to children) What does it mean to think of somithing;to do?
How can we explain it to Luffins?

(Elicit from the children verbalizattms about thinking of
things to do. Reinforce each attempt to describe this
process.)

Yes., we think of something in Our rands; our minds tell us
what it is we will do; add then we do it.



(Discuss an example of saneone in the class who thought of
something to do, e.g., "Johnny thought about bringing his
book to school today. Before he came to school he thought
in his mind what he wanted to bring and then he brought it

to school.)

So, Luffins, you must think of something in your mind that
you want to do and then you moat do it.

Can we say anything else to help iuffins understand?

(Pause)

Luffins, have you thought of anything yet? (Have Luffins

shrug.) Well, close your..eyes and cover your ears aneL
try to think of what it is .ynu want to-do.

Now think. Think in your mind of what yousre going to do.
(Have Luffins suddenly jump up and down excitedlY.)

What is it, Luffins? What is it?

(Have Luffins whisper in your ear.)

Children, we did it, We helped Luffins to thiuk of something
to do. And noW Luffins knows that he is going to read a
story.book.

(HaVe LUIfins pick up a book and show it to the children.
Then have Luffins read the book.)

7. This activit should rovide each child with an ortunit to think

of something to do and also an,00portunity to do it. While the chil-
dren are still gathered in the morning circle, explain thIt each child

may do something he wants to do as soon as he leaves the circle. Then

help each child think of something to do. As the child tells you what

he is going to do, write it down for him. Then allot,/ the Child to go

and do What he thought of doing. As all the Children are-doing this,
move from one to another and talk with each thild Abdut what tu419ented

to do and what he is doing. Reinforde both the child's thit_l_kins.m.

what he Was going to do And his doing it. Thoughts children might have

could be:

.,.Thinking of building- a.tower.
Thinking of,feeding the rabbit.

t _01)
Thinking of Making a apinner.
Thinking of jumping 15 tiMGS.
Thinking of reading a book.
Thinking of listening to a record.
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8. This activit i3 intended to hel children think of thin s to do as
a group during the. dal. 'While you and the Children are still in the
morning circle, ask the. Children to help you think of What they would
like to do on that day. Reinforce the children as they suggest various
activities. Two or three activities should be agreed on as the acti-
vities for that day. These should be written on the board with stmple
pictures to illustrate them. Refer to them often during the day and
emphasize how-what they thought of doing directs what they. do.

9. This activitEALALWEItcltsLexamile_2mck4ehild with a model who
-202228 in "thinkin -i.and-then-doin fantau and then etv opportunitx
12.22sticiEgte in "thinkin-and.4istneay.,...,k_btamlf. Use

the flannel figurea and folloW_the procedures outlined in activity
#I2 of Unit X. Bach of the stories yon Mightuse fey this unit should
picture the mwo children, Peter and Maria, thinking about what they
are going to do end then doing it. The following story is an example
of the type that yoU might make up.

TEACHER: These three children, Maria, Peter, and Billy,are
shopping in the supermarket all by themselves. They feel
vary grown up. Tomorrow la Maria's birthday. Before



they came to the market, the Children had thought
about exactly what they wanted to huk. Ihey were
going to buy ice cream, cake, and milk for the'birthdaY
party. So first they go to the bakad goods 'motion
and find some cake. Next they go to the cooler for
the milk, and finally to the freezer for some ice
cream. Now they have everything they came for, and
they are smiling.

After you have modeled several stories, encourage the children to
make up their own stories about thinking and then doing. As they
do so, reinforce them.
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10. This activity should help each child learn to think about what he wIll
do in a future situation and to verbalize his intents. The teacher
should prepare a series of incomplete sentences such as:

When / go tr, the supermarket, I am going to
When I go to the pet store, I an going to ------.---
When I go to the park, I am going to
When I go to the zoo, I am going to .

When I go to the beach, I am going to

Give each child an opportunity to complete a sentence. As he does
so, reinforce the child's thinking rather than the content of his
thoughts, e.g., "I like the way you thought of What you are going to
do at the ." List all the responses and, at the end of
the activity, show the children the list and tell them how proud you
are that they were able to think of all the things they would do.

AMMON.

11. This activit should ive the children ex erience in thinkin of what
they will do in a complex activity and'followin rough with the

accordingjo Help the child n plan a brief field
trip. Write down the plan, using key 'words lid simple illustrations.

During the trip, continually verbalize t relationship between the
plan that they thought of and the thin that they are doing. After
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the trip, the teacher should ask the children to look at their plan
to see whether they had carried out the activity according to their
plan. The trip should be carried out as near to the way it was
planned as possible.

12. This activity should help each child learn to follow through and do
what he thought of1ea. Begin working with the children on some
project that requires that the child think of and follow through
using a pattern, e.g., bead-stringing:block-building, etc. Encour-
age each child to think of a simple pattern. Then draw the child's
pattern on a card. Give the child his pattern so that he will be
able to follow it while he is engaged in the activity. Reinforce
the child for following his pattern and give him his card with the
pattern on it to put into his "I Can Do Box" after he has success-
fully completed it.

Use the child's pattern

.J
4

tz7-- C;1:. t-e ---
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13. This activitv is desi ned to rov1de the children with a model who
thinks EzAl_pattern and then follows it through, and then to sim
the children a chance to make_laselttern and follow it through
themselves. Demonstrate the prócess of thinking of a pattern and

then fcllowing it. For this activity the pattern should be limited
to the repetition of any series of physical movements that can be

done by the children.

TEACHER: Today I am going to make a pattern. Watch me carefully
to see if you can find out what the pattern is.

(ro herself) Hhommmm. What movements shall I use?
(Pause) I know. I will walk, walk, run, run, and jump.
(Demonstrate actions and verbalize.)

"Welk, walk, run, run, jump, walk, walk, run, ruia, jump,
walk, walk...."

(Stop and turn to children.) "What was I going to do
next?" (Wait until children tell what the next movement
should be; then continue the pattern and stop at another
part. This ttme ask the children to continue the pat-
tern individually.)

Then give the children a turn at making a pattern and following it

through. Reinforce the children for both making the pattern and
following it through.

14. This activity should make it clear to the children that what they
have in their minds should direct what they do. Read to the children
Mr. Rabbit and the Lovely Present, by Charlotte Zolotow (Harper and

Row, 1962). Emphasize to the children the fact that something in the
little girl's mind directed her to do what she did.



15. This activity_1201100_112_help each child learn bow to follow whatbehasthot. Sit down individually with each child and
ask him to think of something he would like to make to give to some-
one. Help the child plan what he must do to complete his gift.
Write down the plan and post it for the child to look at. On the
days that follow, belp the child follow his plan successfully. The
quality of the resulting gift is not important. The Process of
thinking about what is to be done and doinsit_is critical and should
be verbalized by you and reinforced in the child whenever it occurs.
If a child is not able to prodece a plan or complete his gift, it
doesn't matter. He Should still be reinforced for every effort he
makes to use this process, i.e., to think ahead of what he wants to
make and follow through by making what is in his mind.

16. This activity st.....h3.1_11dsive each child_a thinking-and-doing academic
experience. Ask each child to think of one thing that be would like
to be able to do in school. Encourage the child to think of same
learning-oriented activity, e.g., counting, drawing shapes, learning
colors, cutting on a line, etc. After the child thinks of the area
he would like to work in, e.g., counting, help him establish a
realistic objective. You might, for example, have him count as far
as he can and then ask him how far he thinks he can learn to count
in one or two days. A picture of the task decided on should be
drawn on a card and the card posted on the board. Throughout the
day and perhaps over several days, encourage the child to work
towards his objective. Each time he makes same progress toward his
objective, e.g., is able to count to one more number, reinforce him
with praise and perhaps a check mark on his card. When he can do what
he set out to do, reinforce him and give him the card to put into his
"I Can Do Box."

AM,
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Unit IV

INSTRUMENTAL RESPONSES

The purpose of this unit is to help each child learn how to accomplish
his objectives, i.e., to help him identify and engage in behavior that

will be instrumental in obtaining for him his desired ends: First,
the child must realize that he must do something if he is to. obtain his
goal. He can thick about it and talk about it, but he will never obtain
his goal until he does something about it.

Once the child realizes that he must actively pursue his goal,-he must
learn that nct every action he could take will lead him to his goal.
Some things he could do will help him reach his goal, whereas other things
will not. At this point, therefore, it is essential to help the child
learn to visualize the relationship between specific actions and their
consequences. Only as the child learns to anticipate the results of his
behavior will he learn to discriminate 'between that which will and that
which will not be instrumental in obtaining for him his objectives.

ONGO/NG

Ongoing Activities

1. Continuall demonstrate the instrumental ste s ou are takin to

accomplish various oblectives. As you do so, explain the relationship
of each particular step to some aspect of the desired end result.
Opportunities for such modeling are numerous throughout the day; e.g.,
you could demonstrate and explain the instrumental steps you are
taking to prepare for lunch. "First, I must clean the table so that
it will be ready for us to eat on it. I will use a wet cloth with a
little soap on it, because water alone will not wash off the clay
we used there today. Now I will dry the table with a towel so that
the napkins will not get wet," etc. It sh0t4d be obvious to the child
that you have thought through the relationship of each step to your
objective and selected to do those steps that will have brought about
the results you wanted.
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2. Eachtirobserve a child enoged in a series of instrumental steps
toward a goal, encoura e him to verbalize his steps and the relation-
shi of what he is doig to what he wants to obtain. If this is done,
children can serve as models of the instrumental responses for their
peers.

3. Help each child understand that there are a series of steps that he
must go through in order to accomplish each of hiLscialis. Talk with
each child about what he wants and what he must do in order to get what
he wants. Write down the child's objective and the steps you help
him to identify as instrumental to that objective. Then encourage
the child to follow the steps and check them off one by one as he
completes them.

4. Reinforce the child each time he suggests and/or performs a step that
is instrumental to one of his ob ectives. Make clear to the child that
it is the instrumental aspect of his idea or behavior that you are
reinforcing.

5. Help the children realize that there are several sets of steps that
can be used to accomplish any one particular goal. Each set of steps
produces a slightly different eud result; e.g., the objective to
make a "trick or treat bag" for Halloween could be accomplished by
using various materials, milk cartons, or paper bags, and by decorating
differently, by pasting, coloring, etc. For each set of steps, help
the child learn to visualize the end product so that he will be able
to use the set of steps that will create the type of bag he wants.
Experiences of this nature will help the child learn to differentiate
between responses that will and responses that wlll not be instrumental
to his particular objective.

6. Also model and reinforce behavior that is instrumental to learning in
schoolestionsccitiorking indeEendently, trying hard,
anskins to something, etc. It is particularly important that you
state explicitly what you are modeling; e.g., "I must try this overand
over until I learn how," or "I want to know many things about the
world,"; and also what you are reinforcing, i.e., "I like the way you
are really working hard," or "I like the way you are doing that all by
yourself," or "It is fine to see you stick to something until you have
finished it," etc.



Specific Activities

1. This activity is intended to hel the children realize that it is often
what people do that makes things the way they are. Arrange somethiug
in a very unusual position so that when the children arrive in the class-

room they will immediately notice the change.- Then sit down and dia-

cuss with the children how the particular item came to be in its new

and strange position. Point out that it could not have moved by it-
self and emphasize that the way things are is the result of what some-
one does; e.g., the classroom does not became tidy by itself, the
children must put away the things they work with, and someone must
clean it every evening after the children have gone home. Encourage
the children to think of examples of people making things the way they

are and continue the discussion until the children understand that
what they and others do determines how things are.

2. This activity should provide the children with a model who determines
how things are by what she ,does. Demonstrate and verbalize the
relationship between what you do and how well various class projects
turn out. Several times during this day, neglect to prepare or pro-
vide one of the materials needed to.complete a particular task; e.g.,
You could say, "Today we are going to make a collage. Here is a piece

of paper for each of you and the materials you need. You may begin."
The children should notice immediately that you have not given out paste.
Acknowledge the negligence, stressing that you were responsible for
getting the paste and that because you did not, tt was not ready

for the children to use. Also select several ;,irojects during this day
that, because you carefully followed the necessary steps, were extremely
successful. In br- f situations emphasize that what you did
determined how t

3. This activit should show the children that a series of s ecific steps
needed Model the following of a series

of specific steps to make a pinwheel. First, display a finished pinwheel
and write down the steps that are required in order to make it.

---a. Gather materials:
pattern
crayons
scissors
pins
chopsticks

b. Color both sides of the pattern
C. Cut along lines
d. Stick pin through holes
e. Attach pin to chopstick
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Then follow each step exactly as you have outlined it on the board.
As you do so, talk about the fact tluat you are following the steps you
outlined. After you have completed your pinwheel, help the children
make their own pinwheels. Be sure that you reinforce the children for
following the steps rather than for the quality of the pinwheels. prOducdd.



When the project has been completed, point out that the pinwheels
turned out to be pinwheels and worked because the children followed
the specific steps that were outlined.

4. This activity should Five each child experience in performing certain
steps that are instrumental to his coTpleting a apecific task. Dis-
cuss with the children the steps that are required in order to make
a telephone call. Elicit suggestions from the children and write the
steps on an experience chart:

a. Decide on whom to call
b. Find that person's number
c. Pick up the phone
d. Dial the correct number
e. Let the phone ring
f. Listen for the person to answer

Emphasize that each step is necessary in order for the telephone call
to go through. You could demonstrate this point by leaving out one
of the steps and showing the children that the call did not go through.
Then set up two toy telephones and let the children have the experience
of calling each other. After they have practiced on the toy phones,
let each child experience calling someone--perhaps a parent--on a real
telephone. This activity may take several days.

Note: One successful expe-
rience with this activity
involved the teacher's making
a small telephone directory
with 3-digit numbers for
each child. When c hild
dialed the number -orrectly,
the teacher rang a Dell. In
some areas, the telephone
companies provide "tele-
trainers" that are excel-
lent for this activity.
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5. This activity should help_each child learn to identify and associate
specific instrumental ste s with specific goals. Introduce and play

with the children the gam,: "The Things We Need." This game consists
of seven sets of cards. Eah set contains a master card that states
on it that a particular activity will be undertaken. The set also
includes several item cards that illustrate things that are needed
for the activity on the master card to be carried out. The following
is a list of suggested sets of cards:

The Things We Need

Master Card Item Cards

1. Today we are going to paint. paint
brush
easel
apron
paper

2. Today we are going to work with wood. hammer
nail
saw
wood

3. Today we are going to color. crayon
paper

. Today we are going to sew. needle
scissors
thread

5. Today we are going to cut and paste. paper
scissors
paste

6. Today we are going to play with clay.
water
apron
nes a er

Introduce each set of cards and discuss with the children the
relationships between the activity and the things that are needed to
carry out the activity, i.e., the master card and the item cards.
After the discussion, shuffle the item cards and pass three to each
child. Then select one master card at a time, read the activity, and
ask the children, "Who has the things we need to ?" The
children holding the appropriate item cardr are to-raise their hands
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Today, we are going to sew.

and show their cards, and then hand them= the teacher. Reinforce
the children for identifying the appropramte items and seeing the
relationship between the materials and rim sttivity to be engaged
The game continues until all of the chEldren have handed in all their
cards.



6. This activity is designed 1.2_give the children mperience in following
a s ecific series of ate s that are instrumental in roducin a s eci-
fic product. Introduce the idea of making pudding to the children.
Discuss with the children all of the materials they will need and the

steps that they must follow if their pudding is to turn out well.
During the discussion, list each step on an experience chart, so that

you and the children may follow each step carefully. As you do so,
continually point out to the children that they are following the steps
that they have outlined. After all of the steps have been taken, help
the children to review the steps and verbalize the fact that each step
WAS necessary in order to get the pudding to turn out the way they

wanted it to.
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7. In this activity, the children should discriminate for themselves
the ste s that will be instrumental in their obtaini a articular
objective. Ask the children to think up and suggest the steps that
are involved in mmiling a letter. Encourage the children to suggest
a series of steps similar to the following:

a. Decide on whom you are
sending the letter to.

b. Draw a picture for the
letter.

c. Put the picture in the
envelope.

d. Address the envelope.
e. Put a stamp on the letter.
f. Put the letter in the mailbox.



Reinforce the children for thinking of the steps that they need to
take. When something is suggested that is not an appropriate step,
help the children anticipatu what would happen if the step were taken.
Try to help them differentiate between steps that will and steps
olat will not be instrumental in successfully mailing the letter.
After the steps have been outlined, reinforce each child for following
them-.

Note: This activity may very well correlate with a class excursion
to the post office.

8. This activityis the children identify and carrz
out the instrumental ste s for a com lex activit Discuss with the
children the steps that need to be taken to prepare for a field trip.
The instrumental steps required for the trip to materialize should be
elicited from the children and outlined on an experience chart. If,
for example, the trip is to the zoo, the following steps would most
likely appear on the experience chart.

a. Decide on day and time
b. Call the zoo
c. Call the bus campany
d. Write to die parents
e. Talk about the zoo
f. Pack lunch
g. Write name tags
h. Go to the zoo
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It is critical that you involve the children in the execution of each
of the steps. After the trip, point out that the trip turned out
well because all of the steps were carefully completed.

9. This activity_should provide each child with a model who follows
instrumental steps and an opportunity to follow instrumental steps
himself. Read to the children the book, The Carrot Seed, by Ruth
Krauss.

After reading the book, emphasize how the little boy followed all
the steps necessary for the seed to grow into a plant. Then model
for the children the planting of a lima bean seed. Perform and
verbalize all the steps necessary for the seed to grow.

Also outline the necessary steps on an experience chart. After you
have modelled the planting of the seed and verbalized all the
necessary steps, each child should be given an opportunity to plant
his own seed. Each child should know the instrumental steps neces-
sary for the germination of the seed: watering the plant, giving
it sunlight, etc. Reinforce each child as he follows through eadh
step. Continue to emphasize that if they do each step carefully,
the seed will grow into a plant.

Note: The instrumental steps might be reinforced again by the showing
of a film about how plants grow.

10. This actimity should help each child become aware thajmatjmutE
behavimg are instrumental to learning. That is, certain behaviors
such as listening, participating, persisting, etc., will help the
child to Mearn and to achieVe in learning in school. Pak the chirsdren
to help think of things they do that enable them to get the most:cut
of school- You may need to encourage the children by showing them pic-
tures of children who are engaged in behavior that is instrumentel to
learning. If the children are hesitant to respond, supplement their
suggestions with your own ideas. Continually point out how eachlbeha-
vior helps the children to learn. Then illustrate on a chalkboard
situations in:thich one child is displaying behavior instrumentaE. to



learning and another is not; e.g., illustrate a teacher introducing
a sorting activity with triangles and circles and squares. One child
is listening to the teacher's instructions and knows what to do and
does it. Another child does not listen to teacher and does not know
what to do and does not do it. Ask the children to suggest similar
situations for her to illustrate. Summarize this activity by having
the children recall the behaviors they have talked about that are
instrumental to achieving in learning in school.

11. This activity should provide each child with many opportunities to
observe their peers engaged in behavior that is instrumental to
learning In school. Take each child by himself for a walk around
the classroom. Point out to the child every example you see of another
child engaged in behavior instrumental to learning, e.g.., "See how
hard Tommy is working on his, puzzle," or 1Maria is listening very
carefully.," etc.. During this condUcted tour, show the child many
types of behavior that are instrumental to learning. If possible,
allow the child to select one such example of behavior instrumental
to learning and you take a picture ofit. After each child has
completed his tour and taken a photograph, display all of the photo-
graphs on a chart with captions underneath each one, describing the
behavior; e.g., Katie listens, Joseph tries again, etc.

12. This activity is designed to provide the children with an opportunity
to see behavior that is instrumental to learnin bein used in a
kindergarten classroom. Take three or four children'on a tour to a
nearby kindergarten classroom. The visit should be followed by a
discussion of the behavior that was observed. Help the Children dif-
ferentiate between the behavior that they observed that wes instru-
mental to learning and the behavior that they observed that was not
instrumental to learning.
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13. This activity should help each child realize that paying attention

is instrumental to learning. Choose a well-inustrated-bobk to read,
e.g., a version of The Three Bears. Emphasize that the children must
pay attention and listen carefully so that when you read the story
the second time,they will be able to fill in some of the words.

The second time you read the story, omit as many of the significant
words as the children can potentially remember. Pause as you come
to each of these words, waiting for a response. When a child sup-
plies the word, reinforce him by letting him point to the illustration

in the book. If you elicit a word for which there is no illustration,
reinforce the child by saying, "Tommy was really paying attention."

Throughout the activity, emphasize that it is paving attention that

will help the children learn the story so they will be able to fill

in the missing words.

14. This activity should help the children realize that rememberisgand

obe in instructions are instrumental ste s to learnin in school.

Introduce and play with the children the game, 1Hay I?" Explain
that three or four children are to stand in a line facing you on the

other side of the room and that you will tell each one what to do,

e.g., "Robert, you may take one step and one jump." Tell the children,

however, that before Robert can do what you have told him to do, he

must :emember to ask 1May I?" and wait for you to answer, "Yes, you

may." Demonstrate with one child and emphasize the importance of

each child's listening carefully to the instructions and remembering

to ask I?" in order to play the game correctly. Vary the instruc-

tions for each child and reinforce listening as essential to following

instructions as well as remeMbering and obeying_instructions as essen-
tial to playing the game correctly.

15. This actintity should help each child realize that listenin is instru-

mental to:learning. Explain that during this day you are going Ito

play a Listening game with the children. Throughout the day you are

going to =an one child at a time to your side and Whisper some in-

structionsLto him. The child is to listen carefnlly and carry out the

instructions. Reinforce each child for listening carefully and point

out how Important it is for the child to listen if he is to be able

to carry mut7what he is to do And achieve in learning in school. The

activity =did be varied by your using humorouscdirections rather than

.serious ones-

16. This activit should provide each child with a model who has achieved

a certain:status in the cammunit as a result of the followin instru-

mental steps- You and the children should invite someone, such as a

policeman, nurse, etc., to come into the classroom and discuss his

accompliehments in terms of instrumental steps that he took to become

what he is. If possible, the visitor should briog a series of photo-

graphs of himself taken at various stages in his life. He should
emphasinft to the children that he became what he is by following a



number of instrumental steps, i.e., going to school, taking special
training, etc. If appropriate, this activity should be followed by
a visit to the place of employment of the visitor so:that the chil-
dren can establish more fully in their mInds the idea that people
are what they have sought to become.
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Unit V

EVALUATIVE RESPONSES

The purpose of this unit is to help each
child learn to evaluate his own behavior,
i.e., to think about what he has done and
compare what he has done with what
wants to do. At this point, the location
of the standard--whether it is external or
internal--and the content of the standard--
the degree of excellence required--should
be overlooked in preference to emphasizing
the process of evaluation, getting the .

child to compare what he has done with
some idea of what he wants to do. Being
able to look at or visualize two instances
of behavior, real or abstract, side by
side and see their similarities and dif-
ferences is the basis of evaluation.

-
ONGOING ONGOING

f 0
Awing Activities

1. Continually model the process of evaluating, i.e., the comparing of
what you have done with some standard of what you want to do. In
order to make the children aware of the process you are modeling,
verbalize your evaluating; e.g., you might say after completing a
display of flowers, "I wanted to brighten this corner up with some
fresh flowers, but the colors I have used are too dark to do the
trick. They do smell pretty, however, and they look better than no
flowers at all." Be sure to model this process not only when you are
satisfied with what you do, but also when you are not satisfied and
want to change something.

4

2. As opportunities present themselves durills the day,_point out exam-
ples of evaluative responses. Whenever you see a child trying to
appraise his own work, capitalize on the opportunity to remark to
those around you, "See how Tommy is thinking about what he has done."

FA3



3. Continually encomage each child to stop periodically and look over
what he has done and ask himself "Is this the wa I want it to be?"
Then help each child make his own evaluations of his work and rein-
force him for his efforts in evaluating. The evaluative responses
may be difficult for same children to verbalize, but making them
aware of the process of evaluation is an essential iirst step.

4. It is extremely important that you not impose your own standards of
excellence upon the child. Emphasize and reinforce the process of
making a comparison and not the rightness of the comparison itself.
For example, you might ask a child to draw two triangles and tell
you which one is better. The child night select one and say that it
is better because the lines are straight. In such an instance, re-
spond by reinforcing the process of making the comparison, i.e., "I
like the way you are able to think about and then tell me which
triangle you think is the best," rather than by reinforcing the right-
ness of the comparison, i.e., "I'm glad you know that a triangle must
have straight lines."

,



Specific Activities

1. This activity is designed to help each child learn that in evaluating
he must know inside himself how samethingLis. Give each child a
chance to taste two distinct substances. Then talk to the child about
how he knows that the substances taste differently, e.g., that one is
sweet and the other is sour. Then emphasize that the child knows some
things inside himself. By thinking about the two substances and the
way they taste, the child himself knows how they are different. Rein-
force the child for knowing inside himself the difference between the
tastes and for any attempts he may make to verbalize the fact that he
knows this himself.

2. This activity should provide the children with a model who asks her-
self "Is this the wa I want it to be?" During this day, model the
process of evaluating the things you do. You might say, "I just
finished redoing the bulletin board. / wonder if it is the way I
want it to be? Will all the children be able to see the pictures or
are same of the pictures too high? I think some of them are too high,
so I will move them down a little. There, now. Is this the way I
want my bulletin board to be? Yes. Now I am pleased." After you
have modeled this process several times, start to model it once
again This time, however, stop just as you finish doing something
and ask the children if there is something you should ask yourself
when you finish. Encourage the children to tell you to ask your-
self, "Is this the way I want it to be?" Reinforce the children for
any indication they may give that they realize that one should
periodically ask himself how he has done.

3. This activity should,give the children an opportunity to observe
mut.inchild. Use the cutout figures intro-
duced and follow the procedures outlined in activity #12 of Unit I.
The stories you make up for this unit should portray Peter and Maria
evaluating some aspect of their own behavior, as illustrated in the
following example:

One day Maria decided she wanted to make same mud pies.
So she got a cup, a shovel,and some dirt and packed the
dirt into the cup. Then she turned the cup upside down
and out came the mud pie. But as soon as it came out,
the top fell off. Maria looked at the funny mudpie. She
thought, "This is not the way I want my mudpie to be. I
want mine to have a round top. I guess I will have to
make sokr' ,ne." Maria filled her cup again. This
time albt: cicy':.1 water and packed the mud in. Then she
turned the -up upside down, and the r'Apie came out.
Maria looked at the mudpie carefully and asked herself,
"Is this the way I want it to be?" The top was round this
time, but part.of the sides had fallen down. Maria
didn't want her mudpie to have broken sides either so she
decided to make another one. This time, she carefully put
the mud and water in the cup and packed it in. Then she
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turned the cup upside down and out came the mudpie. Maria
looked at it carefully and once again she asked herself,
"Is it the way I want it to be?" She thought about it for
a long time; the top was round and the sides were straight.
"Yes," she decided that the mudpie was just the -way she
wanted it to be. She was nary happy. She did o& .t. have to

ask her Mommy or her friend or her brother or he teacher
or anyone how her mudpie burned out. She knew iii*ide her-
self that her mudpie had turned out Jost right.

After the children have heard severaL stories aff this e Let the
children make up their own stories. Reinforce dhem whene;er their
stories portray a similar evalmativ. process.

4. This activity should give each .6ha,-1 al chance to leartliggli to
think about what he has done and East.,:hisiself the question, this

the way I want it to be?" Sit Aavillth eaah child and e to
select from the activities in hir, "1..14ft Do Box" one thMsj- -at he

would like to do for you. After tihelitIld makes the Aensgin and
performs the activity, ask him to IhimaL about what hehaas 4One. En-
courage him to ask himself, "Is thic the way I want tx....do 112" Rein-
force the child for every attemptlha-may make to eaalwaset4a. perfor-
mance.

5. This activity 'a designed to pnastede the cimadren wits almomel who
evaluates and also with an o .ortainit to he in to vessittedazw the
process of evaluation. rse the following skit:

,..--...

Luffins Shows ..S.methim Me Knows Mow lox
%.
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TEACHER: Today, children, Luffhas wants to show
you something he knows.

(Have Luffins appear badly hblding a
crayon in his mouth and whisper in
your ear.)

Luffins would like to shmw you that he knawswhatther or
not he writes the way he wants to.

(to Luffins) Luffins, :are you ready to show tke, children?

(Have Luffins nod and busily prepare his crayon *ad large
sheet of newsprint. Have Luffins begin to write has name
and then suddenly stop and whisper in your ear.'

Oh, Luffins wants me to -write his name first so ne will
see the way the Letters libcculd look.

(Write Luffins' newt, Have Luffi0 watch sse3
It should be obvious to the childnan that he i tbing

intently.)

so



There, Luffins, now you are ready t.o write your name!

(Rave Luffins nod his head confidectly in agreement. After
he finishes writing his name, have him stand back and survey
it critically. Men have him whijhsper in your ear.).
Luffins says that he will write his name again and then...
(to Luffins) What was it that yau

(Have Luffins whisper again.) .

Oh, yes... He will write his name ilk m, amd then he will
show you how he knows which name 1.6 N-ritzen the way he wants
4,It to be.

(Have Luffins write his, name a see=a4 tlmeas:md then aurvey
the two names he has written for a l=mg time. Have Il-am

look back and forth from one model tto-t c her. Bane him
look at each letter for a long time, amm ;a ally put a
big red star by the name he thinks is wriLtt _a the war he
wanted it to be. Then have him tamer- zhe: children and
give a gallant bow.)

Wonderful, Luffins. See, children, be Inked at bath of

:) the names he had written and evaluastelt mIta; carefully

against the one that I had written; antdriWn he knew.Whiich
one was the way he wanted it to be.

Children, can you tell me what LufUns How (171'H limf-

fins know if his writing was the way 11 warted it to be?
(Elicit from the children descriptions 'of the evaluative

\,47, process Luffins used.)

6. This activity should provide the children witit ayeer model Who learns
the evaluative responses. Read the followingartory toyour Children.
Use the chalkboard to show both the teacher and Pinter making the
letter "A".

Peter Knew It Was the MIVIeyanted it 15n Be

TEACHER: Remember Peter? He was the little boy silo could not think
up what he wanted to do. Finally, losemmr, he did think
of something and he was very pleased with himself.

Well, one day Peter thought he wouad .4xite the lettm- "A.."
He chose the letter "A" because it is Ade first letter of
the alphabet. His teacher showed htm hos to print it_
He listened carefully and watched her print. "A line ..oing

up and then a line going down and then re Line across,'

she said. Then Peter made the letter. Be said to himself,
:% line going up and then a ltna IoLng damn and then a lice
across."



Peter made a whole row of the letter 'A" and showei his
work to his teacher. "Do you think these letters Ere
the way theyshould be?"Peter asked. His teacher *flowered,
"Peter, I can't tell you if your writing is the wer you
want it. You must know yourself if it is the way.goms want
it to be."

Peter thought a minute and then said, "How can I :=e.
is the way I want it? I'm only a little boy and yru
His teacher answered, "Oh, Peter, you're a big boy te
you can write all by yourself. Now you must think . ,out

what you do to see if it is the way you want it to
Peter said, -*But how do I know?" The teacher said, 'Peter,
think about it a little while and then we will tn2k Wm=
it again."

Peter said to himself, "Well, I just don't know." Men
Peter looked at his writing carefully. He found. mme
that had a line going up and then a line going &ma anr
then across.

"Gosh," he said, "Now I know how to tell if my walai* j3
the way I want it to be. All I have to do is to merinotier
in my mind what the 'A'Aooked like and then see dm. 'A'
on my paper is like the 'A' ia my mind."

Peter rushed up to his teacher. "I know how to te,l Al
my writing is the way I want it to be. _First I thAsk: in
my mind what the letter 'A' should look like, anti:tag= I
look carefully at all my letters and see which ones are
like the one in my mindl"

1My goodness," said Peter's teacher. "You certainly ic kmow

how to tell if what you do is the way you want ittto le."

7.. This activity should ive each child an o..ortunit to be rpqm4orced
for evaluating his own performance. Sit down individually wiltireadk
child and give him a cardboard pattern for a circle. Ask thechild
to follow the pattern and draw a circle for you. Explain them the
child may try as many times as he wants to until he feels tharim
has a circle that is the way he wants
it-to be.' Thenhe Should .give
circle to you for-display. Alatch the
child carefully for any indication
that he is evaluating what he is doing.
For any such indication, reinforce the
child abundantly, telling him that you
are very proud of the way he can look
at what he has done and think about
Whether or not it is the way he wants
it to be. In order for'you to be able
to work with each child individually,
this activity may take several days.
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8. This activ..tv should ive the children an o ortmair7 to observe the
process of evaluation as am integral part of sone :ouhavior. Emphasize
that as out is engaged in acme actbmity he shoUll.: continually evaluate
what he ir ning and use his evaluations to imurviem-his perfarmaums
and/or product. Use the tre.lowing approach, smracg to the-chdldren:

"1 want to draw a ptcHze of a tree I
ass- on my way to =bowl this morning.
It looked like this. .. No, dhat's
not right. The branwhms were higher
that= that. The leaves were thick and
firEl.

Show great deliberatior im drawing,
occasionally changing and emphasizing
that ynu want to get the picture you
are drawing as near as yam man to the
picture in vour mind mil tree you
saw. Continually verfeaLtra the entire
process, e.g., 'You see ma Changing
little parts so that / can get It just
like the picture I have im mymind. There
just right."

wou are; this one is

Model deliberation, rOection of poor specimens,. and satisfacrion
obained from. finally drawing tbe way you:4*ot to. Finallyt

asik yourselfr "Is this -the may I want it t..,D be?'

9. This activity provides the children with an opportumtty to become
involved in the ongatmg evaluative process. FolLow-the general pro-
cedure outlined in activity #8 of this Unit. Mn tidier activity, brow-

ever, involve the children in the evaluative prdgess'hy asking -them

to tell-you what they think about .What you have drawn and letting them
suggest- vorrections. You and the children should tontinue thispro-
-cedure: until they ask the question, "Is this the way we waot it to be?'-
and are satisfied with the answer. Suggestions=
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Put things in the wrong place aod let the children amtromM:ymu.



le. This acttyi should ive each child several II 0 ortunittes to evaluate
his own watt. Give each child a copy of the booklet, "'Is This the Way
I Want It f Be?" TVicmk an the booklet with small groups of Children.
Read the zxt and let the children complete the activities as directed-
After a elild completes each page, help the child ask himself the
question "Is this the way I want it to be?" In the space below this
questioa can each page, write down the child's answer to this question.
The Child:may answer with a geaeral approval or disapproval, or he
may inclobe mpecific comments relating to why he does ow does not
like his work. Reinforce the child for asking himself the question
and for thq,nleirop about the work he has done. This activity may take
several days.
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I print my name like this:

There, here is my name.

Is this the way I want my printing
to be?



I draw a triangle like this:

There, here is my drawing of a
triangle.

Is this the way 1 wont my drawing
of a triangle to he?
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I draw a house like this:

There, here is my drawing of a
house.

Is this the way I wcnt my drawing
of a house to be?
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11. This activit should hal the children think back throu h their acti-

vities of the day and evaluate something they have done. Just before

the children leavn for the day, discuss with them the various things

that they did during the day. Encourage them to suggest things that

they did that turned out the way they wanted them to, and things they

did that did not turn out the way they wanted them to. During this

discussion, continually reinforce the
evaluative responses the dhildren make.
Also list the strong and weak points of
the various activities on the board as
they are suggested by the children.
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12. This activity should hely the children see that evaluating should

influence subsequent behavior. The day following the completion of

activity #11, discuss with the children their evaluation of the pre-

vious day. Help the children think of ways they can improve, based

upon their previous evaluation. These ways should be written down

and then referred to during the day. At the close of this school day,

again ask the children if things went the way they wanted. Again

encourage them to evaluate their performance primarily in light of the

objectives they had set for themselves. Evaluating at the end of the

day and setting up objectives based on these evaluations at the begin-

ning of the following day should become daily activities.

13. In this activity, the child should be helped to evaluate What he has

done and iven an immediate o ortunit to utilize this evaluation

in a second performance. Again sit individually with each child.

Ask him to draw a shape, e.g., circle, square, triangle, etc. After

the child has drawn the shape, help him ask himself if it is the way

he umnts it to be. Encourage the child to verbalize both the strong

and the weak points of his drawing. Be careful that you reinforce

.
the child for evaluating.,and.that:you do not ayaluate.the child's
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judgment. Then ask the child to draw the same shape a second time,

keeping the strong points and improVing the weak points. After the

child has completed the second shape, again help the child to evaluate

what he has done, particularly in tetms of what he set out to do.

This activity may take several days.
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